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Abstract
In this note an interactive program is presented which allows the visualization of the common roots of two-dimensional
polynomials. The program is useful when constructing cubature formulas by use of orthogonal polynomials. c© 1999
Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
We briey describe an interactive tool to visualize the common zeros of two-dimensional polyno-
mials. This program can be used to answer questions which arise when constructing cubature formu-
las by using orthogonal polynomials. This approach is based on the following fact. The nodes of a
minimal cubature formula of degree m are the common roots of an ideal generated by m-orthogonal
polynomials. Conditions are known how to construct a basis of this ideal; the ideal is real, hence the
roots are pairwise distinct and real. However, no conditions are known to verify that all nodes are
inside the domain of integration. Furthermore, starting values are necessary for the computation of
the common roots in the precision needed. Both problems can be solved by using the program which
will be presented. Minimal formulas of degree 6 for integrals over the simplex will be discussed by
applying the program.
2. The program
KurvenSchnitt computes the common zeros of two-dimensional polynomials and displays the
corresponding algebraic curves and their intersections. The program (an updated form of a
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preliminary version in [1]) is a mixture of C++ and Tcl

Tk. The numerical part is done in C++,
the graphical user interface in Tcl

Tk. The program runs under Tcl-Version 8.0 and Tk-Version





The C++ routines implement a new Tcl command alkur, which in turn creates a display window
and an associated Tcl command to manipulate its contents. These manipulations include commands
to add new curves, coordinate axes, nodes of intersection, to change their colors, and, to modify
general properties like the window size. It is possible to customize the user interface in Tcl without
changing the C++ code.
3. Using KurvenSchnitt
The program starts by displaying the following window. Any input in the input elds has to be
closed by a carriage return.
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(1) Each line controls one polynomial.
The rightmost eld accepts the polynomial.





The button allows to load a polynomial from the le FormelFile. Single lines of this
le, representing one polynomial, can be loaded interactively. Alternatively the backslash (n)




Now it is sucient to mark the rst line for loading. appends the polynomial in the
input eld to FormelFile.
The corresponding curve will be displayed if the checkbox to the left of F1 is enabled;
the status of the box to the right of F1 decides whether the curve will be included when
calculating the intersections.
(2) If a polynomial depends on parameters a; b; : : : ; u, input elds will appear to specify the
desired constant values.
(3) The size of the displaying window can be adjusted interactively. A larger window entails
longer calculation. Changes become eective after the apply-button is pressed.
(4) The display window represents a rectangular part of R2 which can be customized here. The
origin refers to the lower left corner of the display window. Changes become eective after
the apply-button is pressed.
(5) These checkboxes allow toggling the overlay of coordinate axes and their labels.
(6) If this checkbox is marked KurvenSchnitt will try to calculate the intersection of the selected
curves. Any change in a polynomial will initiate new calculations. This checkbox should be
switched o when doing extensive editing.
 determines the break-o criterion in the intersection algorithm. A smaller value will
generally give more exact results, but (depending on the numerical condition of the problem)
some points of intersection might not be found at all.
(7) If Loglevel is set to 1 computing time and memory requirements for the calculation of the
intersections will be displayed, in addition computing time for the calculation of the curves
will be displayed, if the level is 2.
(8) Quit program leaves the program.
(9) prints the coordinates of the points of intersection found by the algorithm.
(10) Help window.
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4. Algorithms
To plot a curve, KurvenSchnitt scans the display area in R2 vertically and horizontally. For each
horizontal scanline y is substituted by the corresponding value; the result is a polynomial in one
variable (x), the roots of which are computed using Rockwood’s algorithm (see [3,4]).
To compute the intersection of the curves a two-dimensional derivate of this algorithm is employed,
the patchwork algorithm.


































The ri; js are the Bezier coordinates of p. The surface described by the polynomial p is contained











i=0::: n+1; j=0::: n+1
:
In particular, if all ri; j > 0 or all ri; j < 0 then p can not vanish inside [0; 1]
2.
Furthermore, the application of de Casteljau’s algorithm allows to compute the ri; j for any rect-
angular patch of [0; 1]2 without violating the convex-hull-property.
Let pk; k = 1; 2; : : : ; ; be given. The common zeros of these polynomials shall be visualized.
The basic data unit, called a patch, is a triple (u; s; R), describing a rectangular area in [0; 1]2. u are
the coordinates of the lower left corner of the area, s represents its horizontal and vertical size, R is
an -dimensional vector of n m matrices Rk containing the Bezier coordinates of pk in that area.
1. Initialization: Compute the Bezier coecients Rk :=(ri; j; k)i=0; :::; n; j=0; :::; n of pk on [0; 1]
2 for
k = 1; 2; : : : ; . Create Stack L. Put a new patch ((0; 0); (1; 1); (R1; : : : ; R)) on L.
2. Check: Check if the entries in at least one Rk of the topmost patch in L are all strictly positive
or all strictly negative. If this holds continue with step 6.
3. Patch too small? If the diameter of the topmost patch in L is smaller than a given precision
, output the center of the patch and continue with step 6.
4. Choose coordinate: Choose the coordinate (i.e. x or y) in the direction where the extension of
the patch is largest.
5. Subdivision: Create two patches A and B of equal size covering the area of the topmost patch
of L. Depending on the coordinate chosen in 4, A is the left or upper half, B the right or lower
half. Compute the Bezier coordinates of A and B for all k, respectively, by using de Casteljau’s
algorithm.
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Remove topmost element from L, add A and B and continue with step 2.
6. Remove patch: Remove and discard the topmost patch from L.
7. No patches left? If L is nonempty, continue with step 2. If L is empty, terminate.
This patchwork algorithm works depth-rst through the search tree. Only regions containing
points of intersection are considered, and the length of a patch is reduced to half after two steps.
Hence | if the number of common zeros is xed | memory requirements and CPU-time are
O(ln2 −1). To prevent runaway calculations, the implemention of the algorithm terminates if 200
patches with size < have been found on which the Bezier coordinates for all polynomials still
have positive and negative values. If the program aborts with the messages    Found too many
common zeros.   , this might be due to to a numerically malevolent problem (curves run-








f(x; y) dy dx i:e: I(1) = 1:
The orthogonal polynomials with respect to I will be denoted by
Pki (x; y) = x
k−iyi + lower order terms; i = 0; 1; : : : ; k; k 2 N:
Minimal cubature formulas of degree 6 for I can be constructed by determining the coecients aij
of the quasi-orthogonal polynomials
Ri = P4i +
3X
j=0
aijP3j ; i = 0; 1; : : : ; 4; aij 2 R;
such that the Ris form a real ideal (cf. [5]). It is necessary and sucient to choose the aijs such
that the polynomials
Hi(x; y) = yRi − xRi+1 −
4X
j=0
jRj(x; y); i = 0; 1; : : : ; 3
vanish if j 2 R are chosen such that the polynomials Hi are of degree 3. This holds if the coecients
aij solve a nonlinear system. Any solution will generate a minimal cubature formula with positive
coecients.
If the coecients aij can be determined, the roots (xi; yi) of the ideal generated by the Ris are




Cif(xi; yi) = I(f); Ci > 0; for all polynomials f of degree 66:
We obtain six nonlinear equations in the aijs with eight parameters. The number of free parameters
can be reduced by assuming a symmetric formula. It turns out that exactly two symmetric formulas
exist.
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Rasputin [2] has studied these formulas by using the reproducing kernel and has computed one
of them, having two nodes outside the domain of integration.
Example 1. We display the graphics and starting values of the corresponding formula. FormelFile
contains the polynomials























































Example 2. The second symmetric solution still has one node outside the domain of integration.
We display the graphics and starting values of the corresponding formula. FormelFile contains the
polynomials
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Further solutions of the nonlinear system may be obtained by preassigning one node. In particular,
by disturbing one node of the symmetric formulas one gets nonsymmetric formulas. However, neither
by preassigning nodes nor by disturbing the nodes of the symmetric rules we were able to nd
formulas with all nodes inside the domain of integration.
Example 3. We will just mention one nasty example (prescribed node (0; 0)). It illustrates the
usefulness of the interactive enlargement of the search-area. Using the same window-area as before
we nd only nine common zeros. FormelFile contains the polynomials
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Table 1
 Patchwork Max. number of CPU-time CPU-time
algorithm patches in stack intersections (s) curves (s)
Example 1 2.747
10−2 374 steps 13 0.279
10−4 782 steps 21 0.515
10−6 1146 steps 31 0.706
10−8 1618 steps 40 0.982
10−10 1992 steps 50 1.259
10−12 2376 steps 57 1.489
Example 2 2.684
10−2 346 steps 15 0.260
10−4 650 steps 21 0.429
10−6 956 steps 30 0.614
10−8 1296 steps 38 0.787
10−10 1588 steps 44 0.958
10−12 1914 steps 48 1.147
Example 3 2.700
10−2 898 steps 17 0.600
10−4 2148 steps 30 1.251
10−6 3472 steps 43 2.014
10−8 4816 steps 57 2.739
10−10 6070 steps 70 3.477
10−12 7364 steps 83 4.165
Example 4 2.523
10−2 906 steps 17 0.578
10−4 2772 steps 30 1.617
10−6 4668 steps 43 2.657
10−8 6652 steps 57 3.705
10−10 8480 steps 70 4.802
10−12 10336 steps 83 6.221
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In all examples a display-window of 500500 was used. Examples 1{3 were executed with origin
at (−1:5; −0:5), and a width and height of 2. Example 4 was executed with origin at (−3:5; −0:5),
and a width and height of 5. All calculations were done on a SparcStation 10 under Solaris 2:5 (see
Table 1).
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